Device Authentication

Protection from Man in the Middle Attacks

simply stops fraud

Topology Key
Reader Challenge Request (RCR)
Encrypted Reader Challenge (ERC)
Encrypted Activation Response (EAR)
SCRA: secure card reader authenticator

1.

Protect your data from redirection. Magensa uses Digital Signatures which
work much like a hand signature for verification with added security.
Redirection becomes impossible since Digital Signatures authenticate the
actual sender which provides non-repudiation and verification that incoming
messages are coming from the expected source.
Guard against in transit data attacks. Magensa provides you with the tools
you need to help prevent man-in-the-middle attacks using Session IDs. Session
IDs deliver time stamp capabilities and limits to the duration on communication
sessions securing your transactions in transit.

Web site requests Reader Challenge
Request (RCR)

Secure via tamper evident, tamper
The RCR randomly specifies the timing that the
reader should wait for a response. Only if the
response timing criteria is met will the reader
further activate.

resistant reader.

Reader responds with
Encrypted Reader Challenge (ERC)

2.

The ERC is unique per request. It never
duplicates and cannot be re-used. It cannot be
decrypted without knowledge of the
encryption key.

Secure via triple DES encryption, DUKPT
3.

Web site sends ERC to Magensa
web services.

key management and unique identifiers.

Magensa web services receives the
ERC.

4.

Secure via firewall, layered defense with
automatic fail-over, load balancing, and
automatic back-ups

Magensa decrypts the ERC.

6.

Formulates Encryption Activation
Response (EAR).

Sends Encryption Activation
Response (EAR).

7.
8.

5.

Web site sends EAR back to the reader.

Secure via encryption and host/device

The EAR cannot be decrypted nor redirected.
Only the reader that sent the ERC can interpret
the EAR.

authentication, inability to redirect.

9.

SCRA decrypt the EAR and then
compares the EAR to the ERC for
validation.

Secure via encryption and host/device
authentication, inability to redirect.

11.

Mobile user can swipe card data
securely and send as standard
procedure.

10.
Secure via encryption and host/device

If the EAR matches the ERC, the SCRA
will activate
The SCRA will not activate if these do not match.

authentication, inability to redirect.

Magensa™ is a fraud prevention, detection and advisory service. It maintains a globally accessible registry of authentication information so that consumers, ﬁnancial institutions, retailers,
businesses and governments can assess the validity and trustworthiness of the credentials and products they rely upon in the course of online identiﬁcation, payment, and other important
transactions. Additionally, Magensa provides token management and cryptographic services, vital to the protection of cardholder data, the payment system, and personal or sensitive
information. Magensa is a subsidiary of MagTek, Inc.
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